
Do you value the unknown? The question at first seems obtuse, even silly. How can
anyone value what they don’t even know? We value what we know, like the
relationships on which we rely, the skills we have learned, and the bank account or
home we own. As to the rest, those innumerable things that we don’t know, who
knows? How can one even give value to what one doesn’t know?

Yet valuing the unknown could be the
very definition of humility. When we
value highly only what we know, we are
likely ignoring things of far greater
value. After all, who knows more than
they don’t know? We know far less than
we don’t know. Do you know what’s
happening on the other side of the world
today? Of course not. We hardly know

what’s taking place in our own state or city. And we also don’t know what happened
on the other side of the world yesterday or what may happen there or here
tomorrow. Many more things exist about which we don’t know than the few things
we do know. And the many things we don’t know have a cumulative value far in
excess of the value of things we do know. As smart as we think we are, our
knowledge is actually tremendously limited. That realization is what could define
humility. What we don’t know humbles us, hungers us, and draws us, while what
we know or claim to know breeds our self-assurance and arrogance.

Christ may have had something to say about valuing the unknown in his parable of
the hidden treasure, what we might also call the field of unknown great value.
Christ tells us that heaven’s kingdom is like treasure hidden in a field; the man who
discovered the treasure kept it hidden there, selling everything to own the field.
How did the man even discover the field’s hidden treasure? That man valued the
unknown. Despite all the Bible tells us about heaven, heaven’s kingdom remains to
us a hidden treasure. The main thing we know of heaven is that it is of unparalleled
value. When we value heaven, we largely value the unknown. Christ draws us to an
unknown, indeed to a kingdom that remains unknowable until Christ clothes us in
resurrection body. Let Christ lead you on, trusting that he alone knows.


